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Acting Branch Manager with close to 10 years of progressive leadership 
experience over several different industries and fields. Competitive and driven 
individual who relies on work ethic and intellectual aptitudes to achieve results 
and drive metrics. Constantly achieves excellent business and financial results 
while also developing sustainable strategies to ensure successful future results. 
Seeking a dynamic and stable company for long term growth and success.

FEBRUARY 2010 – JULY 2020
ACTING BRANCH MANAGER - ABC CORPORATION

 Managed a rapidly growing and successful branch with an inventory of up to 
300 cars and 5 employees.

 Oversaw the successful and profitable growth from a level 2 to a level 3 (100k +
month revenues) branch.

 Started in the Trainee program and was quickly accelerated into a leadership 
position.

 Signed second largest local account in branch history.
 Resulting in the addition of 12-15 new rentals every week.
 Assisted in the acquisition of 50 new cars to help improve utilization and 

expedite growth.
 Worked out local deal with Nissan dealership and mediated between dealership 

and corporate controllers.

2009 – 2010
ACTING BRANCH MANAGER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Instituted staff proficiency in all products and programs including answer 
inbound and making outbound calls properly, portray simplicity of the loan .

 Headed opening and closing store and banks deposit daily.
 Processed loans and payments, making/work collection calls.
 Reconciled past due accounts by repayment plans, refinancing, collection 

letters, process lien forms and execute repos.
 Instituted staff proficiency in all products and programs including answer 

inbound and making outbound calls properly, portray simplicity of the loan .
 Headed opening and closing store and banks deposit daily.
 Processed loans and payments, making/work collection calls.

EDUCATION

B.A. In Economics
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SKILLS

Team Work, Detail-Oriented, Accounting.
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